The SEI has opened the nomination period for the Linda M. Northrop Software Architecture Award. This honor recognizes an individual or team that has used software architecture to significantly improve practices or outcomes, or both, in an organization or in the software-development community. The award will be presented at the 2018 Software Engineering Institute Software Architecture Technology User Network (SATURN) Conference, which will convene May 7-10, 2018, in Plano, Texas.

Read more.

SEI NEWS

- [Software & Cyber Solutions Symposium 2018 Agenda & Keynotes Announced](#)
- [Nominations Sought for 2018 IEEE/SEI Watts S. Humphrey SPA Award](#)
- [Ricklin Named New Director of CMU Software Engineering Institute Software Solutions Division](#)
- [CERT Releases New PGP Key](#)
SEI Blog
Recent Posts

- Efficient and Effective Software Sustainment of Product-Line-Based Systems
- Why You Should Apply Agile-DevOps Earlier in the Lifecycle

SEI Podcast Series
Available in video and audio formats

- Is Software Spoiling Us? Innovations in Daily Life from Software
- How Risk Management Fits into Agile & DevOps in Government

SEI Events
Featured events

- Three Software Innovations that DoD Needs Now
- Software and Cyber Solutions Symposium 2018: Agile and DevOps
- SATURN 2018

SEI Cyber Minute
Short video snapshots of SEI work from our experts

- SCALe (the Source Code Analysis Laboratory)
- Assessing the Skills of Cyber Operatives
About the SEI Bulletin

The SEI Bulletin is a biweekly newsletter designed to keep you up to date on SEI news, events, research, and other matters of interest to the SEI community. We hope you find the SEI Bulletin useful and informative.

Send Us Your Story

Do you have a story about how an SEI technology has positively affected your team or organization? If so, the SEI would like to hear about it. Send a short summary of your success to info@sei.cmu.edu and you could be featured in a future issue of the SEI Bulletin.
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